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Solutions


Foundational Workshops
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The ValueSelling Framework® aligns your revenue engine, enabling all customer-facing roles to compete on value and improve your CX.
Learn More
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Vortex Prospecting is the multi-channel, strategically choreographed approach to sales prospecting that reliably fills the funnel. 
Learn More
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ValueSelling Account Planning maximizes selling efficiency by identifying high-potential opportunities and growing existing business.
Learn More
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Value Selling for Marketing Pros aligns marketing and sales to increase top-of-funnel activity, improve CX and build brand trust.
Learn More
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Competitive Differentiation teaches teams to create compelling messaging and value propositions that result in premium pricing.
Learn More

  





Programs for Leaders & Managers
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Coaching the ValueSelling Framework® for Managers equips leaders to coach around ValueSelling behaviors and ensure training ROI.
Learn More
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Coaching Vortex Prospecting® for Managers develops prospecting/qualifying skills and reinforces consistent execution across teams.
Learn More

  




Revenue Technology
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RevTech Toolset






eValuePrompter™ facilitates cross-functional collaboration and increases the adoption of ValueSelling to key sales metrics.
Learn More
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The VSAP toolset empowers revenue teams with enhanced account intel to identify expansion opportunities and develop strategic plans.
Learn More

  





eLearning
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Fundamentals






eValueSelling™ Fundamentals provides the foundation of ValueSelling vocabulary, terms, processes and concepts in under 3 hours.
Learn More
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Executive Speak™ builds business acumen and financial literacy to boost seller confidence and enable them to sell to the C-suite.
Learn More
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ValueSelling@Work® microlearning helps your salesforce build skills, reinforce habits and achieve results immediately.
Learn More
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Vortex@Work™ microlearning reinforces crucial sales prospecting habits to prime the revenue engine and reliably fill the funnel.
Learn More
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Master Virtual Communications microapp is the practical way for global sales teams to improve virtual communication skills.
Learn More

  





What is ValueSelling?
Creates a common language for greater forecast accuracy, powerful deal reviews, and effective sales coaching.
Learn More

  




Case Studies
We do not sell two-day trainings. We sell results — view our client success stories.
Learn More

  










	



Services


[image: ]Sales Training
Our award-winning value-based sales training was designed for salespeople, by salespeople.




[image: ]Virtual Sales Training
Helping sales orgs be efficient and effective in engaging, qualifying, advancing, and closing opportunities.




[image: ]Sales Coaching
Ensuring the ValueSelling Framework® is effectively installed, adopted, and leveraged continuously.









	


Who We Serve


[image: ]Industries
Since 1991, the award-winning ValueSelling Framework® sales methodology has been installed and adopted by 1k+ of leading enterprises around the globe.




[image: ]Roles
No matter where you sit in the organization, we have tailored solutions to match.




[image: ]Locations & Languages
ValueSelling Associates deliver their programs in local languages, on local sites, on virtually every continent.









	



About


[image: ]Our Team
Meet our team of associates from around the world with significant real-world experience helping organizations execute change management.




[image: ]Join Our Team
ValueSelling Associates seeks Independent Sales Consultants to join our team and create a sales and delivery network for the ValueSelling Framework® sales training programs.




[image: ]What is ValueSelling?
Creates a common language for greater forecast accuracy, powerful deal reviews, and effective sales coaching.




[image: ]Newsroom
From press releases to bylined articles, check out the latest ValueSelling news and insights from our thought leaders. 




[image: ]Contact Us
Let's talk: We'd love to discuss your top revenue challenges and proven, tailored approaches to closing the skills gap.




[image: ]Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
We believe in our profession, our clients, and our company. We value diversity, equity, and inclusion.




[image: ]Corporate Social Responsibility
Built on two foundations: sustainability and community involvement.









	


Results


[image: ]Our Clients
Marquee clients across multiple industries in complex B2B selling environments.




[image: ]Case Studies
ValueSelling clients driving results.




[image: ]Industry Awards
ValueSelling is honored to be consistently ranked as a top sales training company.




[image: ]The Stevie Awards
ValueSelling celebrates client success stories at the prestigious Stevie Awards.









	



Resources


[image: ]Book

The Power of Value Selling is now available.
The indispensable guide to forging human-to-human connections, having better business conversations and building buyer confidence – the crucial ingredients to closing sales despite unrelenting uncertainty.
Order Today

  




[image: ]Selling Guides
From prospecting to sales coaching to value-based selling, these are the ultimate sales guides.




[image: ]Research and eBooks
ValueSelling’s research and ebooks provide sellers and leaders with the insights they need to build high-performing teams.




[image: ]Webinars
Discover the latest value-selling tips, tricks, and techniques in these engaging webinars delivered by ValueSelling thought leaders.




[image: ]Articles
These how-to articles cover the fundamentals of everything from value selling techniques to GTM strategy.




[image: ]Podcasts
The B2B Revenue Executive Experience podcast helps revenue leaders train their sales and marketing teams to optimize growth.




[image: ]eStore
Browse the latest ValueSelling eStore products, from books to eLearning.




[image: ]From the CEO's Desk
In the Voice of Value blog, President & CEO Julie Thomas covers the latest B2B selling trends alongside proven ValueSelling concepts.




[image: ]All Resources
Unlock success in sales with our curated resources. Dive into expert tips, insights and exclusive webinars to seamlessly integrate value selling into your routine. Whether you're a sales/enablement leader, marketer or individual contributor, your shortcut to driving revenue starts here.












Let's Talk
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eLearning

eValueSelling™ Fundamentals
Now, you can quickly learn the essential components of the ValueSelling Framework® in less than three hours, anytime and anywhere. Whether you’re preparing for an upcoming workshop or want to learn independently, eValueSelling Fundamentals will meet your needs. 

Up-to-date with the latest adult instructional design principles, you will learn concepts in the context of real-world examples. From using the Qualified Prospect Formula® to determine the health of your opportunity, to using the ValuePrompter® to prepare for your next call, this online course will help you get ready to accelerate your sales to the next level.
Schedule Your Consultation
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Develop the skills to:




Gain Access to Decision-Makers
Learn about organizational roles, power structures and strategies for gaining and maintaining access to decision-makers.








Elevate Business Conversations
Leverage O-P-C questions to identify and validate business issues and the prospect’s idea of the ideal solution. 








Hands-on Practice
Work through activities to validate understanding, internalize key concepts and develop a plan for implementing these into your daily selling routines.






Schedule Your Consultation



How FMT Consultants Realized the Best Quarter in the Company's History
FMT’s sales leaders detail how the ValueSelling Framework® and Vortex Prospecting™ allow them to maintain their customer-first approach, always placing the client’s needs first and never losing sight of value realization.
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A quick and essential introduction to the ValueSelling Framework® method.

In the eValueSelling Fundamentals course, sales professionals:
	Acquaint themselves with the ValueSelling Framework® vocabulary, terms, processes and concepts in less than 3 hours
	Practice using the ValuePrompter® (our proprietary tool for efficiently preparing for sales calls.)
	Get in-depth lessons on how to use the Qualified Prospect Formula®, the ValuePrompter® and the Mutual Plan tools
	Practice using the O-P-C Questioning Process to improve business conversations and uncover unique needs.



Download the eValueSelling Fundamentals Flyer
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How It Works

eValueSelling Fundamentals® provides the foundation of ValueSelling vocabulary, terms, processes and concepts in under three hours and is typically included as part of a blended learning program for our clients. The learning journey includes:



Eight Modules





Eight modules covering key ValueSelling Framework concepts. Each module is approximately 20 minutes long and is structured to allow you to revisit and refresh any concept anytime.





Knowledge Checks





Comprehensive knowledge challenge tests evaluate your understanding and keep you focused.





Real World Relevancy





The course includes a practical, downloadable workbook and simulations/games based on real-life case studies.





Engaging & Accessible Content





Modules are packed with rich media video explanations and available in nine languages: Chinese, Korean, Japanese, English, Spanish EU, Spanish LATAM, German, French and Italian.



Purchase eValueSelling Fundamentals from our eStore.






















“Easy-to-adopt, customized sales training that works.”

Chief Sales Officer
N/A



















“Engage with the ValueSelling team sooner!”

VP of Sales
Services



















“ValueSelling = increased hit rate on won deals.”

CEO
Manufacturing



















“Forecasts are far more accurate.”

VP of Sales
Services



















“Revolutionized my sales funnel.”

VP of Sales
Services



















“They have real world experience and understand how to apply the content, process, and philosophy to real world engagements and go-to-market teams.”

Senior Vice President
Global Retail Sales and Field Operations, Retail






















What’s New From ValueSelling
The latest webinars, articles, press, and insights from our teams around the globe.
View All Resources
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Article
Voice of Value Blog
Research and ebook
Podcast
Selling Guide
Webinar

Episode 311: The Seven Deadly Sins of Sales Training with PJ Nisbet
April 9, 2024

Learn More
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Article
Voice of Value Blog
Research and ebook
Podcast
Selling Guide
Webinar

Episode 310: Modernizing Hiring Criteria for Next-Gen Leaders
April 2, 2024

Learn More
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Article
Voice of Value Blog
Research and ebook
Podcast
Selling Guide
Webinar

Episode 309: The Evolution of DevOps and Its Next Frontier with Matthew Volm
March 26, 2024

Learn More
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Article
Voice of Value Blog
Research and ebook
Podcast
Selling Guide
Webinar

The Evolution of DevOps and Its Next Frontier
March 26, 2024

Learn More

  










Trusted by Leading Global Companies
See all clients
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Join our newsletter
Sign up for the latest B2B sales insights and ValueSelling best practices.


    Comments
    



Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.

By subscribing you agree to with our Privacy Policy
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